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A BSTRACT. Total and differential eross sections for reactions induced by 14N on 1°8 have becn
measured at a 14N bombarding cnergy of 248 MeV (- 18 MeVfA) for products from Z = 3 to
11. The sludy of saturation effeets on lhe angular momenlum and the idenlification of lhe non
fusion cr08S sections constitute the aim of the prescnt work. Encrgy, angula.r and Z dislribulions
are prescnted ami compared to I1auser-Feshbach calculalions for lhe fusion componcnts and a sum
rule modcl for the non-fusion components. The extracted critical angular momentum is 21 j: 2h
and is the sarne as at lowcr energies. The experimental total reaction cross section is in agrcement
with an optical model calculation.

RESUMEN. Se midieron secciones tOlales y diferenciales de reacciones inducida .••por 14N sobre
IOn a 248 MeV (- 18 MeVfA), registrando productos desde Z = 3 ha.,ta 11. El propósito de
este trabajo es estudiar los efectos de saturación del momento angular así como identificar las
secciones diferentes a la fusión. Se presentan distribuciones de energía, flngulares y de carga (Z) y
se comparan con cálculos J1auscr-Feshba.ch para las componentes de fusión y con un modelo de regla
de suma para la .••demás. El momento angular crítico extraído es de 21 j: 21l, que es el mismo valor
que a menores energías. La sección total de reacción concuerda con los cálculos de modelo óptico.

PACS: 25.70.-z; 25.70.Jj; 25.70.Gh

l. 1NTRODUCTION

Jt is well established that in heavy ion reactions of light systems (AT + Ap $ -lO) at
energies beJow 10 MeV f A fllsion is the dominant mechanism. Complete fllsion reactions
consistcnt with an eqllilibratcd eompounrl nllcleus have been mea...••urcd for many systems
in this energy region 1I-8]. A review [91 ha., been pllblished, based on the Glas-~Iosel
parameterization, indicating the importance of the behavior of "F at high energies in
eonncction to the nucleus-nuclells potcntial. Ncverthclcss, at around or slightly abon~
10 MeV fA strong competition with incomplete fusion reactions appears [IOj, which could
be responsiblc for thc dccrea.. .••cs in thc fllsian cross scctions at high PIlcrg:iC's. In prcvious
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publications [5,11,12) the proportionality of UF to 1/ Ecm has been interpreted as a satu-
ration of the maximum angular momentum (e.g., the liquid drop limit) and with this idea
in mind higher energy measurements for the 14N+ IDO were made in order to understand
the behavior of UF as well as the non fusion channels.

A pronounced difference in the behavior of the 14N+100 and 12C+12C systems for lower
energies has been discussed in a previous work [121.Compound nucleus limitations [13,141
on JO' do not seem to be the limiting factor for 14N+ lOO but could be for the 12C + 12C
system, which apparently reaches the rotating liquid drop limit (RLD) [15).

In this work we have measured the evaporation-residue cross sections at a high energy
to assure that we are in the regio n of saturation of JO'. The expected fusion cross section
for a JO' value of 21 h, is ~ 500 mb but the increase of the total reaction cross section UR

with bombarding energy makes the non-fusion component very important in this energy
regio n (70% of uR)' Due to the high excitation energy deposited in the compound nucleus
(~ 132 MeV) the extraction of the fusion cross section by measuring the evaporation
residues (ER) is difficult because they have nuclear charges (Z) lower than those of
the target and/or projectile. Ilowever by a detailed study of the energy spectra it is
possible to identify components other than complete fusion, which may be interpreted as
contributions from incomplete fusion or direct reactions.

After describing the experiment in Sect. 2, we present the data in Sect. 3. Sect. 4
discusses experiment and calculations and Sect. 5 gives the conclusions.

2. EXPEIUMENT

Measurements were performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory using a I.IN beam
extracted from the 88-inch Cyclotron to bombard a self-supported enriched (99%) lOO

target of 128 Ilg/cm2 thickness.
Reaction products were detected with a solid state Si counter telescope consisting of

two t!.E detectors with thicknesses of 10 and 75 Itm and one E of 2000 Itm. The solid
angle of the te¡escope was 2.4 msr. Angular distributions were measured from 4 to 38
degrees. Two solid state detectors were mounted symmetrically abo ve and below the
reaction plane to provide additional monitoring and relative normalization. For purposes
of absolute normalization a second experiment was carried out using two position sensitive
t!.E - E telescopes and a 175 I'g/cm2 IOn enriched target. The thirkness of this target
was determined by measuring the energy loss of a-particles from a 248Cf source ami by
Rutherford scattering of protons at 700 keV. The total percentage of all contaminants
did not exceed 6%. Qne of the te¡escopes was used as a monitor at 25 degrees and the
other one (íl = 0.3 mrs) covered an angular range from 5 to 27 degrees. The estimated
uncertainties of the cross sections were :J: 10%.

3. EXPEHI~IENTAL nESULTS

Energy spectra (,Fu/díldE) and energy-integrated angular distrih"lions for the prodnc-
tion of a fragment with a given "uclear charge Z, (du/díl), "'ere ohtained. Experimental
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FIGURE 1. Energy spectra for Z = 8 (a), 6 (b) alld 5 (e) at E(14N) = 218 MeV at 5'. The solid
line histograrns are the surn of the Monte-Cario ealculations for fusion (dotted histograrns) alld
non-fusion components discusscd in the texto

results of the energy speetra, taken at 5° for fragments of Z = 5,6 and 8 are shown in
Fig. 1 by the dots. The salid histograms shown in this figure are the results of ealeulations
of the total reaction cross sections and the dotted histograms correspond to the calculated
evaporation residue spectra. Spectra for boron isotopes obtained for angles of 8 and 27
degrees are displayed in Fig. 2, where the histograms have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
The measured spectrum (dots) of earbon isotopes at 22 degrees is shown in Fig. 3 where
also the calculations are givcn by the histograms. The ma;n conclusion to be drawn from
aH these speetra is that the componen!s higher in energy than the fusion one due to direet
reaetion amI ineomplete fusion, are very largo and therdore a suitable deeonvolution was
carried out at every anglo, thus perlllitting the separation oC the fusion part.
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FIGURE 2. Energy spedra for boron ions al 8' (a) and 27' (b) taken al 2.18 MeV homharaing
energy. These histograms have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 3. Energy speclrum oC carbon al 22' ano E("N) = 248 MeV. The histograms have lhe
same rncaning as in Fig. 1.

The deconvolution of the energy spedra into direct (high energies) and compound
(lower energies) components was done simulating the shape of the EH spectra using the
code LILITA [16] with a critical angular momentum of 21" whi('h is the value obtained
at lower energies. The shape of the calculated EH spectra depends very little on the .J"
value.

Angular distributions of l}¡e total integrated sl)('ctra of o. e ami B are plotted in
Fig. 4. They are strongly forward peaked consistent with more direct reaction components.
Contributions of the low energy recoiling partners are assumed to be negligible for angles
smaller than 30'. The solid hbtograms are the sum of the LlLlTA calculat ions for the
[usion cross sections plus lhe non-fllsioll cross sections ca1cl1lat('d as dcscri1>C'd in Sect. .lo
The total cross sections are obtained by inlegrating the angular distributious Iike those
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plotted against Z. The salid bars represent tbe
experimental rncasurerncnls and the histogram
is the snm of the Monle-Carlo ealculations of
the [usion and non-rusion componcnts.
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FIGURE 4. Angular distributions of the total
cross section for oxygen, carbon aIld boron ¡so-
topes at 248 Me\'. The salid histograms repre-
sent the Monte-Cario ealculations for lhe total
reaction cross section as discusscd in lhe texto

TABLE I. Experimental total rcaction cross scctions (a';;P), [usían (u~XP). Thc thcorctical nOIl-

[usion cross sections (I7~F) wac;; obtaincd by tIJe \Vilczynski sum.rule modcl plus thc inelastic
channel. The ealculated total rcaction cross section «(1~) is the sum oC a~xp and atj;F for each
residue (Z = 2-9) in the 14N + JOBsystern. AHeross seelions are given in mb. The errors for the
experimental quantities are ::i: 10%.

Z 2 3 +.1 5 6 7 8 9 I7T

"P
* 191 178 39,1 302 9:l 13 117117¡¡

"P
* 66 72 H5 119 2,1 1 427UF

17th 328 106 83 196 166 3:; 2 920'NF
17th 424 172 155 al! 285 59 a 14,13'¡¡

.No mcasurcmenls are available Coe Z = 2. Scc tcxt Coe disclIssion oC this yicld.

shown in Fig .. 1. Listed in the first row of Table [ are the resulting experimental eross
seetions as a funetion of Z. The 2nd row of Table I eontains the experimental fusion
eross seetion determincd by the deennvolution proceoure previousiy deseribed and the
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third row shows the theoretical predictions of the total reaction cross sections for each
Z. Fig. 5 shows the C7R( Z) distribution where the solid bars represent the experimental
cross sections and the histogram the theoretical calculations for the sum of fusion and
non-fusion components. 1'0 determine the total reaction cross section integrated over Z
it is necessary to estimate the amount that produces residues down to Z = 2, since no
experimental data is available for alpha particles in this experimento The predicted alpha
particle yield is 424 mb and is also plotted in Fig. 5, which added to the experimental
values of C7R given in the lirst row of Table I produces a total reaction cross section
of 1595 mb. The calculation also predicts a 96 mb yield of resid ues of Z = 2, which
added to the experimental C7F values given in the second row of Table I prod uces a
value of 523 mb. Using the sharp cut off approximation to C7F, the extracted value of Jcr
is 21h.

1'0 determine the total reaction cross section, the elastic scattering of 14N + 1013 was
measured and the results plotted in Fig. 6 (dots). An optical model lit to these data was
done and is shown by the solid line on the same ligure. The parameters used in this lit are
consistent with the behavior of the absorptive potential as a function of energy observed
for this system at lower energies [121 with the same geometry and real potential. The
resulting total reaction cross section is 1443 mb which compares favorably with the value
of 1595 mb extracted experimentally.

4. CALCULATIONS ANO D1SCUSSION

In order to modcl the non-fusion cross section, which is almost 70% of the total reaction
cross section, we start with a primary two-body collision followed by an in-flight evapo-
ration of the excited fragments. \Ve used the sum-rule modcl proposed by \Vilczynski el
al. 1171in an attempt to lix the characteristics of two-body stage, and then, to simulate
the decay of the excited primary fragments, the two-body version of code LILI1'A [16,181
was used. Also an inelastic scattering channel that is not included in the Wilczynski's
model was incorporated empirically. In addition the evaporation residues were simulated
using a JO' of 21h as mentioned previously.

Wilczynski's sum-rule model accounts for all possible transfers going from projectile to
target and vice versa. 1'hus it encompasses deep inelastic collisions (few nucleon transfer)
and incomplete fusion (massive transfer); these processes have been invoked before to
analyze similar systems in this energy regio n [19-21].

In the case of nearly symmetric systems the transfer of nucleons in both directions is
comparable, and the excitation energies associated with each partition should be shared
somehow between the target and the projectile-Iike fragments. 1'he way this sharing should
be done is not clear up to now [17,22,23,24). For this Iight system we feel that the most
rea..,,>onablea....;sumption is that the excited fragment is the olle that receives the lransfered
nucleons, no matter \Vhich partner it is, this may introduce sorne difficulties for symmetric
channels but is obviously correct for massive transfers.

1'he sum-l'IIle model contains three free parameters, the effeelive Coulomb interaction
radius R, lhe erfective ternperature T and lhe diffuscncss of tite 1ransmission coefficient
distribution 6. 1'hey \Vere fixed by fitting the measured fusion cross seelions at six different
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lion for I'N+lOS syslem al E(14N) = 248 MeV.
The salid curve represenls lhe oplieal model fil
ealculaled wilh lhe following paramelers for lhe
real pOlenlial: V = 23.614 MeV, ro = 1.25 fm,
and a.o= 0.52 fm; and for lhe imaginary parl
IV = 24.23 MeV, ro = 1.22 fm, and ao =
0.54 fm. The Coulomb radius ro = 1.3 fm.
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FIGURE 7. Energy speelra for oxygen (a), ni.
lrogen (b) and carbon (e) isolopes al 180 MeV
and 12.2°. The meaning far lhe hislograms are
lhe same as in Fig. 1.

energies from E = 86 up to 248MeV wilh a fixed sel of values (r = 1.5 fm, T = 4.8 MeV
and tJ. = 1.5). To sel this fit, il was necessary to use a different expression for the half
density radii e lhan that given by Wilczynski 1251. The expression that we used was
C=1.18A1/3•

The Q-value distribution for each channel is introduced in lhe evaporation code as a
gaussian distribution cenlered at an excilalion energy (Ex) eslimated as the difference
between Qopt [171 and Qgg with the cross section and optimum J predicled by Wilczynski's
model and lhe J distribulion function given in Ref. [161. This model does not account for
the inelaslic channel (no parlicle transfer). Therefore we simulate this channel using a
Q-value exponential distribution and estimating its cross section by the integration of the
angular distribution obtained for nitrogen (Ex = 18-70 MeV). A Iisting of all contributing
channels is shown in Table 1.

The original \Vilczynski model is not adeC¡lIate for the description of nearly symmetric
syslems [17,22), however in the present work we have lIsed lhe model with significant
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FIGURE 8. Energy speclrum for Z = 6 al 3.8' and Se'N) = 180 MeV. The hislograms have lhe
sarne rncaning as in Fig. 1.

modificalions needed lo describe our fusion and inelaslic scaltering data. The main fea-
tures of the calculations can be appreciated in Figs. I to 3 by the salid histograms; in
aH of them the lower energy group corresponds to the fusion evaporation residues and
the higher energy group results from the modified Wilczynski mode! just describen. It is
important to notice that the cross sections are absolute with no arbitrary normalization
factor. It can be seen from aH these figures that the relative contrilllltious from direct and
compound components are rather weH reproduced, although notable discrepancies can be
seen in the shape of the spectra like for Z = 6 in Figs. 6 and 7.
Since data for the 14N + 1013 system are available at lower energies [12], the calcu!ations

were repeated at 86 amI 180 MeV. As expected, the binary-reRction cross sections are
almost negligib!e at 86 MeV. The results at 180 MeV where the two-body reaction cross
sections start to be important are plotted for Z = 6,7 and 8 at 12° in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows
the carbon spectrum at 3.80 with the same ronvention for the histograms as befare. As
can be seen it is encouraging that the description is better than at 2,18 ~Ie\'.
Although measurements of fusion-like cross sections at high energy above 10 Me\' lA

are dimcult, they are of fundamental importanre in establishing basic propcrties of nu-
clear collisions Iike critica! angular moment um, nuclear disassembly and nuclear malter
equation of state [26J. In particular the disappearanre of the fnsion-like residues [26) are
important rneasurements in the detcrmination of the e<¡uation of state. The compilation
of aH the 14N + IOn measurements is given in Fig. 9. The open cÍl.rles correspond to the
rneasurements discussed in Rer. it2], except for the point at 18 ~le\'/nnrleon which cor-
rcsponds to the prescnt work. Th(' solid lille is tIJe rC511ft of a IhcorC'tical ealculation using
the reaction parameters given by Wileke cl al. [27J, but with a .JrT value of 21h consistent
with the experiment. The .JeT value given in fler. [27] for this system is 19". As can be
seen from Fig. 9 the raleulation reprodures Ihe data al high energies. Ihus indirating Ihat
up to 18 Me\' Inurleon the Iimitation on the fusion cross section for ";>; + ,oB is consistenl
with critical angular TllOmentlllll effects.
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5. CONCI.USIONS

\Ve have measured complete energy spectra for all reaelion products from Z = 3 to 11 at
several angles between 4 and 38 degrees. At this high bombarding energy (~ 18 MeV / A),
the separation between direct and compound components is not as evident as at lower
energies; however with the procedme used to describe the total reaction cross section,
this separation is still possible.
The application of the sum-rule model to the non-fusion component has to be considered

as a first approximation and the problem of taking into account mutual excitations of
both fragments must be sol ved for this kind of system. Nevertheless the model exhibits
encouraging features up to 18 MeV / A.

The set of data for this system at 103 ~(eV ceuter-of-mass energy presented here pro-
vides a new indication of the saturation of Jcr ~ 21ft. This supports the conclusions of
previous work [121. The estimate of the non fusion cross section is ",,-'ed on our confidence
in the Monte-Cario Ilauser Feshbach calculations coupled to the modified \Vilczynski
mode!.
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